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WASHINGTON: In three exhaustive hearings
this week, executives from Facebook, Twitter
and Google acknowledged that their platforms
were used by Russia to try and create division
over such disparate issues as immigration, gun
control and politics. House investigators re-
leased a trove of Facebook and Twitter ads
that showed just how extraordinary the cyber
intrusion was. The companies’ admissions and
disclosures over the last several months have
given congressional investigators one of their
first real wins in the Russia probes. 

The committees
have been frustrated by
delays - and overshad-
owed by special coun-
sel Robert Mueller -
since they launched
probes into Russian in-
terference in the 2016
election earlier this
year. Initially dismissive
of Russia’s threat, all
three companies have pledged improvements
since lawmakers ramped up pressure and
called them to testify. It’s unclear what next
steps Congress will take. The top Democrat on
the Senate intelligence panel, Virginia Sen
Mark Warner, has co-sponsored legislation
that would bring political ad rules from TV,
radio and print to the internet. 

Warner calls it “the lightest touch possible,”
but many Republicans have been lukewarm.

California Rep Adam Schiff, the senior Demo-
crat on the House intelligence panel, said he
thinks such advertising regulations for social
media are “inevitable,” but noted that many of
the fixes will come down to the companies’
own social responsibility. “Congress isn’t
going to prescribe an algorithm, so there are
limits to what we can feasibly do,” Schiff said
after his committee’s hearing Wednesday.

The few dozen ads are a sampling from
more than 3,000 Russia-linked ads Facebook
had turned over to the committee. Seen by

millions of people, they
encouraged street
demonstrations against
Donald Trump and
Hillary Clinton and fos-
tered support and op-
position to Bernie
Sanders, Muslims, gays,
blacks and the icons of
the Civil Rights move-
ment. The ads under-

score how foreign agents sought to sow
confusion, anger and discord among Ameri-
cans through messages on hot-button topics. 

US intelligence services say the Russian
use of social media was part of a broad effort
to sway the 2016 presidential election in favor
of Trump. Mueller is investigating whether the
Kremlin worked with the Trump campaign to
influence the election. Many of the ads also
show careful targeting, with messages geared

toward particular audiences. One ad, aimed at
those with interests in civil rights and their
leaders, highlights a man who claims to be Bill
Clinton’s illegitimate son. Another video par-
odying Trump was targeted at blacks who also
are interested in BlackNews.com, HuffPost
Politics or HuffPost Black Voices.  

In preparation for hearings this week,
Facebook disclosed that content generated
by a Russian group, the Internet Research
Agency, potentially reached as many as 126

million users.  Company executives said that
going forward they would verify political ad
buyers in federal elections, requiring them to
reveal correct names and locations. The site
will also create new graphics where users can
click on the ads and find out more about
who’s behind them.  But that did not prevent
hours of questioning during two days of
hearings, with lawmakers expressing exas-
peration at the seeming inability to thwart
foreign intervention.  —AP
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Kurds offer 
joint border 
deployment 
BAGHDAD: Iraq’s Kurdistan region said yesterday
it has offered a joint Kurdish-Iraqi deployment at
a strategic crossing into Turkey, with the partici-
pation of the US-led coalition that was helping
fight Islamic State. The offer was disclosed hours
after Iraqi armed forces accused the Kurdistan Re-
gional Government (KRG) of delaying the han-
dover to Iraq of control of the borders with Turkey,
Iran and Syria, and threatened to resume opera-
tions to capture Kurdish-held areas. The KRG de-
fense department said the offer was part of a
“deconfliction” proposal made to the Iraqi gov-
ernment on Oct 31.

The other points included a ceasefire on all
fronts, continued cooperation in the fight against
Islamic State and a joint deployment in so-called
disputed territories, which are areas claimed by
both the KRG and the Iraqi central government.
The KRG “continues to welcome a permanent
ceasefire on all fronts, deconfliction and the start

of a political dialogue” with Baghdad, the Kurdish
statement said. Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-
Abadi ordered economic and military retaliation
after Iraqi Kurds voted for independence in a ref-
erendum held in September that Baghdad declared
illegal. 

He insists that the KRG cancel the referendum’s
outcome as a pre-condition for any dialogue. Iran
and Turkey back his measures against Iraq’s Kurds,
fearing the drive for independence will spread to
their own Kurdish populations.  The joint deploy-
ment at the strategic Fish-Khabur crossing was
meant “as a goodwill gesture and trust-building
exercise that ensures a limited and temporary
arrangement until an agreement is reached in ac-
cordance with the Iraqi Constitution”, the Kurdish
statement said. Fish-Khabur is strategically impor-
tant for the Kurdistan region because it is the point
where its oil pipeline crosses into Turkey.

Iraq’s entire land border with Turkey is located
inside the Kurdish autonomous region and has
been controlled by the Kurds since before the fall
of Saddam Hussein in 2003. Abadi declared a
pause on Friday in an offensive that began on Oct
16 to take over the disputed areas. The oil-rich city
of Kirkuk fell on the same day without much fight-
ing. The Iraqi Joint Operations Command accused
the KRG on Wednesday of using the talks that
started on Friday to “buy time” to strengthen Kur-
dish lines. —Reuters

Syria’s famed 
sweets bringing 
smiles once again
DAMASCUS: Syria’s grinding conflict has brought
bitterness to producers of the country’s renowned
Middle Eastern sweets, but after years of struggle
they say business is finally picking up again.  At the
“Daoud Brothers” sweet shop in the capital Damas-
cus, 20 workers surround large metal platters,
preparing hundreds of wafer-thin barazek, a famed
Syrian biscuit dotted with pistachio pieces and
coated in sesame seeds.  Syria’s Arabic sweets were
once a leading export as well as a must-have sou-
venir for visiting tourists.

But the war that erupted after March 2011 anti-
government protests decimated the industry, with
tourism disappearing and domestic consumption
nosediving as the conflict ravaged the economy.
Fighting cut routes that brought the finest ingredients
from across the country to producers, and closed
borders that once facilitated exports to the region
and beyond. “With the war, exports were basically
interrupted,” said Radwan Daoud, the shop’s export
manager.

“There was no demand, and we couldn’t deliver
on what orders there were because the workshops
were in Damascus province,” he said, referring to

areas where clashes between Syria’s army and rebels
were frequent.  “Getting through was difficult and
dangerous, and the routes were often cut.” Parts of
Damascus province outside the capital are some of
the last remaining strongholds of Syria’s rebel forces,
but in recent months fighting has dropped off thanks
to the implementation of a “de-escalation zone” in
the region. Elsewhere in the country, Syria’s regime
has recovered territory, backed by ally Russia, restor-
ing supply and export routes. Daoud said exports
were back on the rise in the past few months as a re-
sult.  “Primary materials and products can reach mar-
kets easily and quickly,” he said. “Things have finally
started to pick up again, and we’ve recovered about
15 percent of our activity.”

Enticing smells, samples
There are no publicly available official figures

contrasting sales and exports in the sweets sector
before the war and at present. But Daoud Brothers
once exported up to 40 tons of sweets a month,
mostly to Canada, the United States, Europe and the
Gulf. For the moment, sweets are exported either by
boat from the ports of Latakia and Tartus, or taken
by land into neighboring Lebanon and flown from
Beirut airport.

But producers are eagerly awaiting the promised
reopening of the Nassib border crossing between
Syria and Jordan so they can once again export to
the Gulf by land. Most of the capital’s most famous
sweet shops are clustered in the southern neighbor-
hood of Midan, where an enticing smell wafts from
stores and owners offer passersby samples from their
doorways in a bid to draw them in. —AFP


